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The Plan is published by The Ivers Parish Council for Pre-Submission
consultation under Regulation 14 of the Neighbourhood Planning
(General) Regulations 2012 (as amended).
DATE of PUBLICATION to be inserted here

A Guide to Reading this Plan
Of necessity, this Neighbourhood Plan is a detailed technical document. The
purpose of this page is to explain the structure and help you find your way around
the plan.
1. Introduction & Background
This section explains the background to this Neighbourhood Plan and how you can
take part in and respond to the consultation once the plan has been published for
the Regulation 14 consultation.
2. The Neighbourhood Area
This section details many of the features of the designated area.
3. Planning Policy Context
This rather technical section relates this Plan to the National Planning Policy
Framework and the planning policies of South Bucks District Council, now operating
as part of the unitary authority, Buckinghamshire Council.
4. Community Views on Planning Issues
This section explains the community involvement that has taken place.
5. Vision, Objectives & Land Use Policies
This is the key section. Firstly, it provides a statement on the Neighbourhood Plan
Vision and Objectives which are still to be agreed. It then details Policies which are
proposed to address the issues outlined in the Foreword and in Section 4. These
Policies, still to be agreed, are listed on page 5. There will be Policy Maps at the
back of the plan and there may be additional information in the Appendices to
which the policies cross reference.
6. Implementation
This section explains how the Plan will be implemented and future development
guided and managed. It should be used to suggest projects which might be
supported by the Community Infrastructure Levy which the Parish Council will have
some influence over. Finally, it deals with a number of issues which although relevant
are outside the scope of a Neighbourhood Plan.
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1. INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND
1.1 The Ivers Parish Council is preparing a Neighbourhood Plan for the area
designated by the former local planning authority, South Bucks District Council (now
Buckinghamshire Council (‘Bucks Council’)) on 18 November 2016. The plan is being
prepared in accordance with the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations of
2012 (as amended).
1.2 The designated area coincides with the Parish boundary (see Plan A overleaf)
and includes all three distinct settlements in the Parish – Iver Heath, Iver Village and
Richings Park.
1.3 The purpose of the Neighbourhood Plan is to set out a series of planning policies
that will be used to determine planning applications in the area in the period from
April 2020 to March 2036. The Plan will form part of the development plan for the
new County area, alongside any saved policies of the adopted South Bucks Local
Plan 1999 and the adopted South Bucks Core Strategy 2011. The Local Plan and
Core Strategy policies will eventually be replaced by the first Bucks Local Plan (BLP).
1.4 Until such a time, where they remain consistent with the National Planning Policy
Framework, they will continue to operate. The Neighbourhood Plan has been
designed to anticipate the new BLP, especially in relation to the former proposals of
the withdrawn Chiltern & South Bucks Local Plan in the Parish, and to the desire of
Slough Council to encourage the BLP to make provision for the northern expansion
of the town into the Parish.
1.5 Neighbourhood Plans provide local communities with the chance to manage
the quality of development of their areas. Once approved at a referendum, the
Plan becomes a statutory part of the development plan for the area and will carry
significant weight in how planning applications are decided. Plans must therefore
contain only land use planning policies that can be used for this purpose. This often
means that there are important issues of interest to the local community that cannot
be addressed in a Plan if they are not directly related to planning.
1.6 Although there is considerable scope for the local community to decide on its
planning policies, Neighbourhood Plans must meet all of the ‘basic conditions’. In
essence, the conditions are:
•
•
•
•

Is the Plan consistent with the national planning policy?
Is the Plan consistent with local planning policy?
Does the plan promote the principles of sustainable development?
Has the process of making the plan met the requirements of European law?

1.7 In addition, the Parish Council will need to demonstrate to an independent
examiner that it has successfully engaged with the local community in preparing the
Plan. If the examiner is satisfied that it has, and considers the Plan meets the above
conditions, then the Plan will go to a referendum of the local electorate. If a simple
majority of the turnout votes in favour of the Plan, then it becomes adopted as
formal planning policy for the parish.
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Plan A: Designated Neighbourhood Area
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‘Planning for the Future’ White Paper
1.8 In August 2020 the Government published for consultation its White Paper,
‘Planning for the Future’, which proposes to make significant changes to both the
development plan and management system. It indicates that there is a future for
neighbourhood planning in that system, but the precise role that plans will play in
not yet clear. The expectation is that the new system will be in place in 2021and
possibly before the examination of this Neighbourhood Plan.
1.9 However, the new system will still require local communities to engage in shaping
how their settlements will develop and in ensuring their heritage and landscapes are
given proper protection. It will also enable communities to define local design
standards, and the Neighbourhood Plan contains proposals in all of these respects. It
may be that how those proposals are implemented may change and this will be
taken into account in its final version for examination.
The Pre-Submission Plan
1.10 The Pre-Submission Plan is the opportunity for the Parish Council to formally
consult on the proposed vision, objectives and policies of the Plan. It will be
prepared by reviewing the relevant national and local planning policies to assess
how they affect this area.
Sustainability Appraisal & the Habitats Regulations
1.11 It is anticipated that Bucks Council will confirm in its screening opinion that the
proposals of the Neighbourhood Plan do not have the potential for significant
environmental effects and therefore no Strategic Environmental Assessment is
necessary as per the ‘Environmental Assessment of Plans & Programmes Regulations
2004’. As a scope of policies have been agreed in principle, a formal request for
that opinion has been prepared and submitted to Bucks Council by the Parish
Council. Bucks Council requested that a copy of the draft plan is required to
undertake the assessment and this version of the plan will be used to inform this
process.
1.12 It is also likely that the screening opinion will confirm that, given the plan scope
and the absence of any Natura 2000 sites in the designated Neighbourhood Area, a
Habitats Regulations Assessment will not be required, as per the EU Habitats Directive
and the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017.
The Next Steps
1.13 Once the consultation exercise is complete, the Parish Council will review the
comments made and prepare a final version of the Plan. This will be submitted to
Bucks Council to arrange for its independent examination and then a referendum.
Consultation
1.14 If you have comments to make on this plan, please do so by DATE at the latest
in the following ways:
By Post:
Iver Parish Council
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Commented [LH6]: From SG - (latest from HMG is
that they are looking at at least a year to be able
to consider all the responses they got – far more
than anticipated!)
Commented [LH7R6]: Amended

45B High Street
Iver
Buckinghamshire
SL0 9ND
By Email:
comms@iverparishcouncil.gov.uk
1.15 Further information on the Plan and its evidence base can be found on the
project website at:
www.iverparishcouncil.gov.uk/neighbourhood-plan
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2. THE NEIGHBOURHOOD AREA
Profile
2.1 X
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Short History
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3. PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT
3.1 The Parish lies in the county of Buckinghamshire. Local government
reorganisation in April 2020 created a new Buckinghamshire Unitary Council which is
now the Local Planning Authority.
National Planning Policy
3.2 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) published by the Government in
2019 is an important guide in the preparation of local plans and neighbourhood
plans. The following paragraphs of the NPPF are considered especially relevant to
the neighbourhood plan:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Neighbourhood Planning (§28 - 30)
Promoting healthy safe communities (§91 - §92)
Open space and recreation (§96 - §97)
Local green spaces (§99 - 101)
High quality design (§127)
Conserving and enhancing the natural environment (§170 - §172)
Conserving and enhancing the historic environment (§184 - §197)

3.3 The Government published its first National Design Guide in autumn 2019 to
encourage better design outcomes from the planning system. The Guide
encourages local communities to engage in understanding the character of their
areas and, where preparing neighbourhood plans, to prepare design policies
specific to their local areas.
Strategic Planning Policy
3.4 The Neighbourhood Plan must be in general conformity with the strategic policies
of the South Bucks development plan, which primarily comprises the saved policies
of the South Bucks District Local Plan adopted in March 1999 and the South Bucks
Core Strategy adopted February 2011. Until they are replaced, either by this
Neighbourhood Plan or by the new Bucks Local Plan (BLP), they will continue to
operate in determining planning applications.
3.5 The Core Strategy defines Iver Heath and Iver Village as ‘secondary settlements’;
Richings Park as a ‘tertiary settlement’; and Wood Lane Close (Iver) is classed as a
‘rural settlement’.
3.6 The Parish currently lies entirely within the Green Belt, but the settlements of Iver
Village, Iver Heath and Richings Park are ‘inset’ from the Green Belt. The Wood Lane
Close area of Iver is ‘washed over’ by the Green Belt but is designated as a
settlement for infill development (controlled by saved Local Plan Policy GB3). Two
other smaller settlements (Iver Lane and Shreding Green) are also ‘washed over’ by
the Green Belt but are not covered by that policy. The Local Plan also identifies the
South of Iver Opportunity Area and encourages development in this location that
generate fewer HGV movements (Core Strategy Policy CP16). The policy has made
little impact, and this continues to remain a problem in the Parish.

Commented [CIPC10]: CJ – should we include comment
on Thorney as well|?
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3.7 There are also a number of development policies that cover a wide range of
matters affecting the Parish, including its Listed Buildings, Conservation Area, and
Ancient Woodland. The majority of the Parish also lies within one or more Biodiversity
Opportunity Areas and all of the Parish also lies within the Colne Valley Regional
Park, which extends from Rickmansworth north of the Parish to Staines to its south.
The Regional Park has a strategy to manage development in its area and has
published the ‘Colne and Crane Valleys Green Infrastructure Strategy’: the Parish lies
within its ‘Mid Colne’ area.
3.8 The Local Plan policies predate the publication of the NPPF, originally in 2012,
hence the provisions of the NPPF are especially important in shaping how the
Neighbourhood Plan will consider its policies, until the emerging Bucks Local Plan
(BLP) is adopted and replaces the current policies.
3.9 A previously emerging Chiltern and South Bucks Local Plan (CSBLP) was
withdrawn from examination in October 2020. The Publication Version of the CSBLP
in June 2019 was comprehensive in its policy coverage and detail. It sought to
release three major strategic sites from the Green Belt to deliver new homes, office
space and community uses in the Parish at Iver Heath, North of Iver Station and East
of Ridgeway Business Park. The CSBLP continued to identify the shopping area at Iver
Village Green as a ‘Local Centre’ for retaining and enhancing ‘town centre’ uses
and Pinewood Studios and Ridgeway Trading Estate as ‘strategic employment sites’
and ‘key employment sites’ at Thorney Mill Road to offer different levels of
protection from changes of use to non-economic uses.
3.10 There were also a number of development policies in relation to Colne Valley
Regional Park, Burnham Beeches SAC, Air Quality – defining the voluntary Iver clean
Air Zone supporting ULEVs in developments, requirements to support parking and
recharging of clean Air Zone compliant vehicles for public transport, walking and
cycling accessibility – and design, including Listed Buildings and Conservation Area.
3.11 In addition to the strategic allocations, a housing requirement figure for the
Parish was included. The CSBLP demonstrated that consistent windfall delivery would
go far in meeting the requirement, and that there were opportunities suitable to
come forward for development in the period 2022 – 2026. Whilst the plan has been
abandoned it has highlighted the possibility of future proposals to release Green Belt
land.
3.12 The new Bucks Council received a report on the BLP setting out the timetable
for its adoption by 2024 and it currently highlights the potential role of
neighbourhood plans but is very early in its timetable of preparation. The potential
amendments to the spatial strategy and the absence of a true indicative
housing number means that it will be difficult for this Neighbourhood Plan to
effectively anticipate its quantum of housing growth. In addition to this, there are no
provisions for Neighbourhood Plans to make detailed amendments to Green Belt
boundaries in this location at this time (as per paragraph 136 of the NPPF).
3.13 Given the scale of proposals continuing to come forward in the parish, the
Parish Council will commit to an early review of the plan to deal with the matter of
housing growth. The review will also provide an opportunity to bring the policies up
to date where they may conflict with the policies of the BLP.
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3.14 The Spatial Strategy for Slough was due to be released for consultation at the
time of writing. The strategy proposes that nearly all of the Borough’s growth will take
place in the centre of Slough, however it notes that there may need to be some
release of Green Belt sites on the edge of Slough to meet housing needs. The
selection of these areas will have to go through a separate consultation process,
anticipated in 2021, which also takes account of the results of the Wider Area
Growth Study.
3.15 These sites are unlikely to meet the need for commercial floorspace and new
homes predicted for Slough. The strategy therefore also recognises that it will be
necessary to consider a major expansion of Slough outside of its borders. The
Northern Expansion of Slough, extending into the Iver Parish, remains Slough
Council’s preferred option, however the strategy recognises that it is one option of
many that are currently being assessed in the joint Wider Growth Study Part 2 which
will not be available until the end of the year. As a result, the Spatial Strategy is just
promoting the “cross border” expansion of Slough.
3.16 The strategy also reverts back to restraining development in order to protect the
Green Belt, Colne Valley Park and Strategic Gap between Slough and Greater
London in the absence of any policy support or any demonstrable need for the
expansion of Heathrow airport. The Strategy does not address or recognise the
proposed changes to calculating housing need which may have an impact on the
number of homes needed to be accommodated in Slough and Buckinghamshire.
3.17 There are other waste and minerals development plans that apply in the Parish,
but they are not considered relevant in the preparation of this Neighbourhood Plan.
There are no made neighbourhood plans in the vicinity, but others in the District are
also in the process of being prepared, most notably the adjacent parishes of Fulmer,
Gerrards Cross and Denham in Bucks and Ickenham Neighbourhood Forum in the
adjacent London Borough of Hillingdon.
3.18 There have since been a number of proposals made or instigated in the Parish,
including major development schemes at Pinewood, a new service station on the
M25 and infrastructure projects. Plan B overleaf shows twelve locations in the Parish
that are referred to in this section.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Pinewood Studios Screen Hub UK
Former Local Plan Allocation SP BP10 Iver Heath
Former Local Plan Allocation SP BP11 North of Iver Station
Former Local Plan Allocation SP BP12 East of Ridgeway Business Park
Link Park Heathrow
Western Rail Link to Heathrow
Colne Valley Services
Slough North Expansion
Land south of Iver Village
Iver Heath Fields
Iver Heath Copse
Ingrebourne Valley Ltd

Plan B: Key Potential Development Locations in the Parish
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4. COMMUNITY VIEWS ON PLANNING ISSUES
4.1 X
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5. VISION, OBJECTIVES & LAND USE POLICIES
Vision
5.1 The draft vision of the Parish in 2036 is:
“The growth of Iver Parish provided an opportunity to retain and enhance the
unique character of each settlement within development constraints identified for
each village. The quality of life for both present and future generations has been
improved by protecting local heritage assets and improving our environment.”

Commented [CIPC17]: CG – add enhancing facilities
Commented [LH18R17]: Done

Objectives
5.2 A starting point for key objectives of the Neighbourhood Plan have been
identified as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Protect the current townscape character of each settlement
Preserve and enhance the Parish’s heritage assets
Improvement of vital community infrastructure
Protect and enhance the most valued open spaces used by the community
Protect and improve the quality and connectivity of green infrastructure assets
with an emphasis on providing safe and attractive walking and cycling routes
within and between settlements
Encourage appropriate parking provision in Iver High Street
To encourage eco-building practices and the re-planting of trees and hedges

Commented [LH19]: •SG - can we add in here
“acknowledging their rural setting”?
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Land Use Policies
5.3 The following policies relate to the development and use of land in the
designated Neighbourhood Area. They focus on specific planning matters that are
of greatest interest to the local community, especially in seeking to secure high
quality design outcomes. The section firstly contains policies for each of the three
villages, to reflect their distinctiveness, then concludes with a number of policies that
will apply across the Parish.
5.4 There are many parts of the Parish that are not affected by these policies, and
there are many other policy matters that have been left to the Local Plan to cover.
This has avoided unnecessary repetition of policies between the two plans, though
they have a mutual, helpful inter-dependence.
5.5 Each policy is numbered and titled and is shown in bold italics. Where necessary,
the area to which it will apply is shown on the Policies Map attached to the
document. After each policy is some supporting text that explains the purpose of
the policy, how it will be applied, and where helpful, how it relates to other
development plan policies.
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Policy IV1: Gaps between settlements
Draft policy ready for review.
i. The Neighbourhood Plan defines the following Local Gaps on the Policies Map for
the spatial purpose of preventing the visual coalescence of the settlements in the
Parish:
Local Gaps
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Iver Heath to Iver Village
Iver Village to Shreding Green
Shreding Green to Langley
Richings Park to Langley
Iver Village to Ridgeway Industrial Estate

Development proposals that lie within a defined Local Gap must be located and
designed in such a way as to prevent the visual coalescence of the settlements.
ii. The Neighbourhood Plan defines the following Corridors of significance on the
Policies Map for the spatial purpose of preventing harmful ribbon development
along these corridors:
Corridors of significance
F. Iver Heath to Uxbridge along the A4007
G. Iver Village to Cowley along the B470
H. Thorney to West Drayton along Thorney Mill Road
Development proposals that lie within a defined Corridor should avoid an
unacceptable impression of ribbon development or suburbanisation by themselves
or though cumulative impacts with other developments.
5.6 The Iver Parish lies in an attractive location, given its proximity to London and the
adjoining urban settlements of Slough and the London Borough of Hillingdon, good
transport links, airport infrastructure and nationally significant economic assets such
as Pinewood Studios. These factors will create further pressures for development, for
both residential and non-residential uses, which could have a significant impact on
the existing character of the settlements within the parish. The setting and the rural
character identity of the parish also adds to its attractiveness as a location for
residential development.
5.7 The Parish is washed over by Green Belt with the main settlements inset from the
Green Belt. Development proposals which may contribute to the coalescence of
settlements in or adjoining the Parish is likely therefore to lie either partly or wholly
within the Green Belt where inappropriate development is, by definition, harmful to
the Green Belt and will only be approved in very special circumstances, as per §143
of the NPPF. Nonetheless, there remains real pressure from development with a
number of planning applications being prepared or already submitted to Bucks
Council. The early stage of the preparation of strategic planning policy, at Bucks
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To be transferred onto Policies Maps – for information purposes only
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Council and Slough Borough Council, also indicates the possibility of land being
released from the Green Belt. The policy therefore anticipates development
pressures, that may arise from the development of existing assets (see Plan B in
Section 3), the growth of Slough, the preparation of the Buckinghamshire Local Plan
and its role in meeting the housing needs of Buckinghamshire and the unmet needs
of Slough, by guiding future proposals in such a way that would avoid visual
coalescence of existing settlements and preserve the identify of its communities. An
assessment of the landscape setting of the settlements to identify the extent of land
which plays a significant role in helping to maintain the individual nature of each
settlement for inclusion in the policy has therefore taken place and is set out below.
These parcels of land are proposed to be designated as ‘Local Gaps’. Local Gaps
are long established spatial planning tools to help shape the pattern of settlements
and serve to secure a clear visual and physical break in the built environment.
5.8 All of the land identified for the ‘Local Gap’ designation lie within the Green Belt,
and although this offers a high level of protection already, the identification of these
Areas is considered to be a spatial expression of settlement identity and the land is
therefore particularly valued by the local community for that purpose. Designating
these areas of land as ‘Local Gaps’ is therefore an expression of that community
support and considered to be the minimum area of land necessary for the policy to
have effect. Whilst this type of spatial expression in the Green Belt is rare, there is
precedent, for example the ‘made’ Ascot, Sunninghill and Sunningdale
Neighbourhood Plan 2011 – 2026.
5.9 The policy also identifies a number of ‘Corridors of significance’ and adopts the
same approach to its location in the Green Belt as set out above but with a view to
prevent harmful ribbon development. Coalescence is a process and whilst some
development in these corridors may not result in coalescence it may contribute to
the coalescence of separate and distinct communities and the rural character of
the area and is therefore a vital consideration. The policy also signals the
community’s wishes for Bucks Council to consider identifying important strategic
gaps within the parish.
5.10 The policy gives local effect to Core Strategy Policies 8 and 9 which seek to
protect and enhance landscapes and townscapes which make a particular
contribution to the local character and distinctiveness and defines the extent of the
areas on the Policies Map that is considered to be essential to protect the character
and identity of the settlements in the Parish. It requires the effect of development, by
way of its height, scale and massing for example, to avoid the visual coalescence
between the settlements of each ‘Local Gap’ and to avoid harmful ribbon
development along the ‘Corridors of significance’.
5.11 The majority of the Parish is classified as Iver Heath Mixed Use Terrace
landscape, as set out in the Chiltern LCA which was prepared for Buckinghamshire
Council by Land Use Consultants in 2011 and superseded the South Bucks District
LCA undertaken by Atkins in 2003. The majority of the landscape in the Parish is
classified as Iver Heath Mixed Use Terrace whilst land to the east of the M25 and the
southern part of the parish beyond Richings Park as Colne Valley Floodplain. It
records that the Iver Heath Mixed Use Terrace landscape is highly influence by
development, cut by roads including the M25 creating local audible and visual
impacts, discordant and often lacking in unity, however the extensive network of
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hedgerows helps to unify the area. The document also recognises undeveloped
spaces in between highly developed areas as landscape and visual sensitivities and
adopts a strategy that will enable the enhancement of the setting of the built
environment and the character of agricultural land.
5.12 The whole of the Parish also lies within the Colne Valley Regional Park. The Colne
Valley Partnership appointed Alison Farmer Associates to prepare a Landscape
Character Assessment for the Regional Park area and the final report was published
in August 2017. The landscape in the Parish is classified as Iver Heath Terrace, Colne
Valley: A412 to Iver and Richings Lowland. The document recognises the landscape
structure being highly sensitive to further infrastructure and built development which
can cause visual and physical fragmentation as well as disorientation, and that
expansion to its urban edges are likely to be highly visible. The undeveloped spaces
and fields between areas of development provide reminders of former land use and
origins of this landscape and areas of open agricultural land along roads and areas
which help maintain the separate identity of settlements should therefore be
protected as part of the landscape strategy for the Colne Valley Regional Park, in
line with Core Policy 9 of the adopted Core Strategy.
5.13 The Buckinghamshire Green Belt Assessment Part 2, March 2018 recognises that
the narrow gaps between settlements within the Green Belt in this location provide
essential gaps that act to protect the integrity of the settlement boundaries of Iver
Heath, Iver, Richings Park and Slough preventing them from merging into each
other. Each ‘Local Gap’ and ‘Corridor of significance’ is described in more detail
below and defined on the Policies Map.
Local Gaps
A.

Iver Heath to Iver Village

5.14 The land provides a strong sense of connectivity with the wider countryside
given its largely rural open character, as described in the Buckinghamshire Green
Belt Assessment Part 1, January 2016. The assessment also identifies that the land
plays an important role in preventing the coalescence of Iver Heath and Iver Village:
“…Furthermore, the parcel also forms the essential gap between Iver and Iver
Heath. Any development around Love Green in the east of the parcel would lead to
the coalescence of these settlements...”. The Chiltern District Council and South
Bucks District Council Green Belt Assessment Part Two Update, April 2019 restates the
overall importance of this area of land in preventing settlement coalescence. The
extent of land identified excludes land which these assessments identified as making
little contribution to the gap and limits its extent to the minimum area of land
necessary for the Local Gap policy to have affect.
B.

Iver Village to Shreding Green and C. Shreding Green to Langley

5.15 The Buckinghamshire Green Belt Assessment Part 1, January 2016 recognises the
role of the Green Belt in this location as preventing ribbon development along
Langley Park Road between Slough and Iver Village. The document recognises that
development along Langley Park Road would perceptually reduce the gap
between Slough and Iver and highlights the “…rural and generally open character,
consisting of a small-scale, riparian landscape consisting of paddocks, meadows
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and some small plantations, as well as some larger arable fields in the south. The
landscape is interspersed with low density agricultural buildings.” The extent of land
identified excludes land which these assessments identified as making little
contribution to the gap and limits its extent to the minimum area of land necessary
for the Local Gap policy to have affect.
D.

Richings Park to Langley

5.16 The Strategic Role of the Metropolitan Green Belt in Chiltern and South Bucks,
Arup, March 2018 recognises the role of the Green Belt in maintaining the essential
gap between Richings Park and Slough in protecting the integrity of these
settlements by preventing them from merging with one another. The document also
recognises that the managed open green space of Richings Park golf course,
occupying the south eastern part of the Local Gap, contributes to the urban fringe
character of the part of the Metropolitan Green Belt in the parish. The land that
makes up the north western part of the Local Gap possesses a more unspoilt
character consisting of large arable fields. All of the land maintains a largely rural
open character and forms the essential gap between Slough (Langley) and Richings
Park where any development is likely to result in coalescence of the two settlements,
including ribbon development along North Park (Buckinghamshire Green Belt
Assessment Part 1, January 2016). The extent of land identified excludes land which
these assessments identified as making little contribution to the gap and limits its
extent to the minimum area of land necessary for the Local Gap policy to have
affect. The area also plays an important role in the Green Infrastructure Network of
the Parish (see Policy IV16).
E.

Iver Village to Ridgeway Industrial Estate

5.18 Whilst the Green Belt assessments indicate that the area of land in this location
is considered to be a functionally constituent part of Iver, further development in this
location would result in the physical erosion and visual perception of the separation
of Iver Village and Ridgeway Industrial Estate. The main area of concern has been
shown on the Policies Map as there may be appropriate design and layout
parameters in which development would avoid the visual perception of the
separation of settlements and industrial areas.
Corridors of significance
F.

Commented [LH41R40]: Its common for developers to do
so but the GB tests still need to be met

Iver Heath to Uxbridge along the A4007

5.19 The Buckinghamshire Green Belt Assessment Part 1, January 2016 recognises the
particular importance of the role of the Green Belt on land along the A4007 from
Iver Heath to Uxbridge, the narrowest part of the existing gap between these
settlements, in restricting ribbon development. The report recognises that “…further
development in this corridor would be undesirable, resulting in a significant physical
and perceptual erosion of the gap…”. This part of the M25 is heavily buffered and is
urbanising influence is therefore limited, allowing this corridor to maintain its largely
unspoilt rural character.
G.

Commented [CIPC40]: CG – this will prompt David Wilson
homes to return with plans

Iver village to Cowley along the B470

Commented [CIPC42]: CJ - This part of the M25 is heavily
buffered and is urbanising influence is therefore limited,
allowing this corridor to maintain its largely unspoilt rural
character.
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5.20 The Buckinghamshire Green Belt Assessment Part 1, January 2016 also
recognises the particular importance of the role of the Green Belt on land along the
B470 (Iver Lane) from Iver to Uxbridge (Cowley) in restricting ribbon development as
with Area G shown above. The residential ribbon development along the north side
of the B470 has had an affect on the character of this corridor, however it does not
detract significantly from the largely unspoilt rural character. Part of the area also
plays an important role in the Green Infrastructure Network of the Parish (see Policy
IV16).
H.

Commented [CIPC44]: CG – should that be Area F?
Commented [LH45R44]: Amended

Thorney to West Drayton along Thorney Mill Road

5.21 In a similar fashion to Areas G and H above the Buckinghamshire Green Belt
Assessment Part 1, January 2016 recognises the particular importance of the role of
the Green Belt on land along Thorney Mill Road in restricting ribbon development.
The intermittent ribbon development means the area has a notably urban fringe
character, however the water bodies to the south of Thorney Mill Road provides a
rural link. The area also plays an important role in the Green Infrastructure Network of
the Parish (see Policy IV16).

Commented [CIPC46]: CG – should that be F and G
above?
Commented [LH47R46]: Amended
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Policy IV2: Design in Iver Heath
Draft policy ready for review.
Development proposals in Iver Heath must demonstrate that they have had full
regard to the relevant Townscape Character Study guidelines and to the following
design features that are considered essential to the significance of the village
character:
•

•
•

The important role played by a small number of distinct, prominent buildings
in the villagescape in creating the identity and legibility of the village,
notably:
o the Stag & Hounds PH
o the Crooked Billet PH
o the Black Horse PH
o the Parish Church of St. Margaret of Antioch
o the entrance structure to Pinewood Studios
the ordered layout of its relatively low density, suburban character housing
areas with sub areas of strongly defined plot shape, size and orientation,
building line (behind a generous front garden) and building and roof forms
the presence of significant, mature landscape features (trees and hedges) in
the villagescape, notably along much of the length of Bangors Road South,
Bangors Road North, Norwood Lane, Wood Lane, Slough Road, Church Road
and Pinewood Road

The Neighbourhood Plan identifies an Area of Special Character comprising The
Parkway, Longstone Road, Church Road (north side) and Ashford Road, as shown on
the Policies Map. Development proposals should demonstrate that they have had
full regard to the characteristics that contribute to the significance of its local
architectural and historic interest as set out in the design code at Appendix X.
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Policy IV3: Design in Iver Village
Draft policy ready for review.

A. Development proposals in Iver Village must demonstrate that they have had full
regard to the relevant Townscape Character Study guidelines and to the following
design features that are considered essential to preserve the significance of the Iver
Conservation Area and the character of other parts of the village:
In the Conservation Area and its setting:

the prominent grouping of taller buildings at the junction of High Street and
Thorney Lane and their juxtaposition with St. Peter’s Church
the visibility of the tower of St. Peter’s Church in long views eastwards alogn High
Street and its framing in the foreground by the gabled roof of the former Bull Inn
buildings being of two or dormered three storeys with mostly active, commercial
or other ground floor frontages
the location of most buildings at the back of pavement together with their height
to enclose the space and retain its distinct character from the rest of the lower
density, suburban character village
the retention of occasional glimpse views through tight gaps between buildings
on the north side of High Street to the mature trees of the parkland to Iver Lodge
in the background
the common use of buff bricks as facing materials with occasional red/orange
brick detailing

o
o
o
o

o

o

Elsewhere in the village:
o the prominence of the former public house building (now 80 High Street) at the
junction of High Street and Bangor Road South
o the common use of tall, buff brick front boundary walls
o the distinct character created by the cluster of buildings on High Street
comprising the Junior School, Old School House, Sunnyside Nursing Home and
115-175 High Street

Commented [CIPC52]: CG – this used to be the village
store, if ever a public house it was house it was a very
longtime ago, much declined more recently, blighted by
difficult access, parking
Commented [LH53R52]: Amended

B. Proposals for the change of use and redevelopment of the established car repair
and storage uses at 11-17 High Street will be supported, provided:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

the buildings are no greater than dormered three storeys on the frontage to
High Street
buildings elsewhere on the site are no greater than two storeys
access is made through the scheme to rear car parking
special regard is has to the prominence of the NE corner of the site in views
from the Conservation Area to the east

Consideration will be given to innovative proposals to comprehensively redevelop
the site together with the adjoining Class E (‘Iver Co-operative’) site, provided part of
the ground floor frontage to High Street is used for an active commercial use.
SUPPORTING TEXT HERE
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Policy IV4: Design in Richings Park

Commented [CIPC54]: GY – needs some preamble –
suggest a version of the introduction to RPRA history fit
neatly here
http://richingsparkhistory.org.uk/page_contents.htm

Draft policy ready for review.

Development proposals in Richings Park must demonstrate that they have had full
regard to the relevant Townscape Character Study guidelines.

Commented [LH55R54]: See Section 2

SUPPORTING TEXT HERE
Policy IV5: Local Heritage Assets
Draft policy ready for review.
The Neighbourhood Plan identifies a number of buildings and structures as set out in
Appendix X as Local Heritage Assets for the purpose of applying development plan
policy on local heritage assets.
The policy designates certain buildings or structures as Local Heritage Assets in order
to give them additional protection as heritage assets, in recognition of the important
contribution that they make to the special character of the Parish. The Townscape
Study for each of the three settlements does not identify Local Heritage Assets. In
validating its content, buildings and structures in each settlement which have a local
interest has been identified. These have been described in Appendix X to which the
policy cross refers. Some assets may also have important social value and may be
identified in Policy IV10 below.
Policy IV6: Active Travel

Commented [CIPC56]: JG Add Iver Station as services
improve as Crossrail finishes, the station will become a
magnet for commuters from within and outside the Parish.
Car parking therefore needs to be addressed to relieve the
pressure on on-street parking in Richings Park
Commented [LH57R56]: Amended

Draft policy ready for review.
A. The Neighbourhood Plan identifies the existing Active Travel Network, as shown
on the Policies Map, for the purpose of supporting active travel in the Parish.
B. Development proposals on land that lies within or adjacent to the Network should
sustain, and where practicable, enhance the functionality of the Network by
virtue of their layout, means of access and landscape treatment.
C. Proposals that will harm the functioning or connectivity of the Network will not be
supported.
The policy seeks to encourage safe and convenient means of walking and cycling
through the Parish. It refines Core Strategy Policy 7 by providing a local element to its
provisions. Additionally, as set out in Policy IV7, proposals will also need to ensure it
accords with development plan policies which seek to minimise air quality impacts.
The policy implements elements of a Report to the Highways & Infrastructure
Committee of The Ivers Parish Council in September 2020 included in the evidence
base of the plan. The report identifies that the low levels of usage of the existing
Network is associated with the lack of facilities and fast-moving traffic (including

Commented [CIPC58]: JS – as Link Park had previously
been designated as a key employment site shouldn’t
Thorney Mill Rd be designated as a key route on the active
travel plan given that the only access to Link Park is along
Thorney Mill Rd? The map with the document is quite hard
to read but I don’t think TWR has been highlighted on it
Commented [LH59R58]: Amended
Commented [CIPC60]: JR – should street lighting be
mentioned or is it implied under ‘safe’
Commented [CIPC61]: CJ – suggest we rename this
sustainable travel but keep active travel in the text
Commented [LH62R61]: Amended
Commented [CIPC63]: CJ – add accessible
Commented [LH64R63]: Amended
Commented [CIPC65]: CJ – it should also recognise and
make provision for the needs of the locally based equestrian
community
Commented [LH66R65]: Amended
Commented [CIPC67]: CG replace with – improve air
quality
Commented [LH68R67]: Amended
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HGVs) on narrow roads. More importantly it highlights the fragmented nature of the
existing Network which the policy seeks to address.
The Policies Map shows the full extent of the Network, which allows applicants
to determine if their proposals should take this policy into account. Where proposals
include provision for landscaping, new means of access or new layouts, there may
be an opportunity to relate the land better to the Network. At the very least, the
policy requires that proposals that will undermine the existing value of the Network
will be refused permission.
It should be noted that it is expected that Heathrow will be withdrawing the 459-bus
service and it may well be that this will be removed from the Active Travel Network
once the plan reaches the submission stage. Opportunities for improvement to the
Active Travel Network is set out in detail in the Report to the Highways &
Infrastructure Committee of The Ivers Parish Council in September 2020 included in
the evidence base of the plan. Key routes and the approximate location for new
cycling infrastructure referred to in that report has been demonstrated on the
Policies Map at the end of this document. Other opportunities to enhance the
functionality of the Active Travel Network is listed below and has been shown on the
Policies Map where applicable:
i. Provision of off-street parking for Iver village with charging points for electric
vehicles
ii. Provision of secure cycle parking facilities at principal destinations including, but
not limited to:
o Village centres and other retail locations;
o Centres of commercia/industrial activity;
o Schools;
o Recreation grounds and other leisure facilities;
o Village halls;
o Railway stations;
o Parks.
iii. Provision of ‘safe streets’ for walking to school
iv. Improved connectivity for pedestrians and cyclists between principal
destinations under (ii) above with segregation from road traffic
v. Improved connectivity and quality of provision of Public Rights of Way (PRoW)
for leisure use by walkers, runners, cyclists and equestrians
vi. Improved access to footways and PRoW for individuals with limited mobility
vii. Provision of bus routes between residential and business centres within and
beyond the parish boundaries. In particular, establishing north-south
connectivity to other parts of Buckinghamshire, including retail centres and
railway station at Gerrards Cross and the secondary school at Chalfont St Peter.
Restoration of services between Iver Heath and Slough in the west and Uxbridge
in the east is a priority.

Commented [CIPC69]: CJ – perhaps reference the Bucks
CC RoW Improvement Plan (Feb 2020) as a supportive
document for policies on improving accessibility, condition
and connectivity
Commented [LH70R69]: Amended
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To be transferred onto Policies Maps – for information purposes only
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Policy IV7: Air Quality

Commented [CIPC81]: JR – should reference be made to
the recent coroners report of Ella Kissi-Debrah

Draft policy ready for review.
A.

Developments within the Iver Parish Air Quality Management Area, as
shown on the Policies Maps, should contribute to the actions and
objectives set out in the air quality action plan and the Iver Clean Air Zone
implementation strategy.

B.

Development proposals will be required to demonstrate at least Air Quality
Neutral standard during both construction and operation to avoid causing
or contributing to worsening air quality in the Iver Parish Air Quality
Management Area. This should be demonstrated through an air quality
assessment for all developments likely to have an impact on air quality
and, where necessary, propose mitigation measures. Development
proposals that result in a significant increase in air pollution will only be
justified in exceptional circumstances. Developments requiring a Travel
Plan or Transport Assessment will also be required to submit an air quality
assessment.

C.

Major development proposals will also be required to calculate indoor air
quality for new dwellings to demonstrate compliance with the latest World
Health Organisation standards or Public Health England guidelines for
‘safe’ levels of indoor air pollutants, including particulate matter, nitrogen
dioxide, carbon monoxide, formaldehyde and volatile organic
compounds. Carbon dioxide concentrations in indoor air should also be
considered. Compliance is also encouraged on medium development
and substantial refurbishment schemes.

D.

Planning permissions granted for new major development proposals will
include a planning condition to require the provision of indoor air quality
information for 10% of the proposed dwellings within the first five years of
occupancy, unless exempted by Policy IV17. Where the information
identifies harmful levels of indoor air pollutants and makes
recommendations for reasonable corrective action, the applicant must
demonstrate that those actions have been implemented before the
condition will be considered to be discharged.

E.

Air intake points servicing internal air handling systems (including air
filtration systems and heating and cooling systems) should be located
away from existing and potential pollution sources e.g. busy roads and
combustion flues. All flues should terminate above the roof height of the
tallest part of the development in order to ensure the maximum dispersal
of pollutants.

F.

Development seeking to comply with sustainability standards is
encouraged to maximise electricity usage over other forms of energy
generation that can have adverse impacts on air quality. If renewable
energy cannot reasonably be used, then gas boilers achieving the lowest
dry NOx emissions (measured at 0% excess O2) should be selected.

And should reference be made to the phasing out of gas
boilers in new builds
Commented [LH82R81]: Amended gas boilers
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Where back-up generators are provided, alternatives to diesel generators
should be considered to minimise impact on air quality.
G.

Development proposals which makes provision for electric vehicle
charging points will be supported. Major residential development will be
required to make provision for an electric vehicle charging point for every
new home, unless the development is proposing fewer off-street parking
spaces than required under the parking standards, in which case each
off-street parking space provided will have an electric charging point.
Major non-residential development will be required to make provision for
electric vehicle charging points equivalent to the number of off-street
parking spaces required as part of the development.

The primary sources of pollution in the South Bucks are transport related. Motor
vehicle emissions include nitrogen oxides, in particular nitrogen dioxide and
particulate matter. The high number of HGVs passing through the parish has long
been recognised and remains unresolved. A large influx of HGVs is also expected in
the area during the construction of planned National Infrastructure Projects. As a
result of this, the entire parish has been designated as an Air Quality Management
Area (AQMA). Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) mean concentrations (µg/m3) continue to be
recorded either just below or well above air quality objectives in England (set at 40
µg/m3)1. South Bucks District Council consulted on an Air Quality Action Plan for Ivers
in early 2020. The Action Plan outlines the action the District Council intends to take
to improve air quality between 2019 and 2025 and replaces the previous action plan
which ran from 2007 to 2019. A final version is yet to be published. A voluntary Clean
Air Zone exists in Iver and covers the entire parish. The policy therefore draws
attention to these matters and applicants should consider the requirements set out
in Government policy and legislation when considering development in the Iver Air
Quality Management Area and Iver Clean Air Zone as defined on the Policies Map.
There is clear evidence that poor air quality has a significant impact on human
health. The Neighbourhood Plan is seeking to address air quality through a number
of its policies but given the severity of air quality issues in the parish, the policy seeks
to manage and prevent further deterioration of existing poor air quality. The policy
has taken inspiration from the withdrawn Chiltern and South Bucks Local Plan Policy
DM NP10 and leading-edge practice in the Draft London Plan as well as other Local
Plans – Milton Keynes– and neighbourhood plans – Knightsbridge.
The policy therefore also requires relevant development proposals to achieve at
least Air Quality Neutral (AQN) standards, achieve ‘safe’ levels of indoor air quality,
and encourage good design and appropriate renewable energy schemes in the
absence of up to date strategic policies but in line with the NPPF.
The Buckinghamshire-wide Local Validation List, which came into effect for all
planning applications received from 1 April 2020, requires the submission of an Air
Quality Assessment for all development proposals in an AQMA, excluding
householder applications, to meet the requirements set out in the NPPF (§181). The
policy therefore requires such assessments to demonstrate at least AQN standards.
Development which avoids any increase in NOx and PM emissions across the parish
1

South Bucks 2020 Air Quality Annual Status Report June 2020
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are considered AQN. All on-site measures will need to be explored before suitable
mitigation measures are considered as an alternative. Following the publication of
the Government’s Housing Standards Review in March 2015, AQN standards cannot
be required for developments that are residential only and, in these cases, in
particular with respect to NO2 residential developers are strongly encouraged to
ensure that emissions meet the AQN standards.
People typically spend about 90% of their time indoors, this average compounded
even further by the Covid-19 pandemic. The 2010 edition of Approved Document F
(ADF) of the building regulations was intended to provide satisfactory indoor air
quality in new homes, however recent research shows that this mechanism has not
been implemented well2. There are no national regulations or guidelines to
determine 'safe' levels of indoor air pollutants, however the policy seeks to address
recommendation on plan-making made by the National Institute for Clinical
Excellence (NICE)3.

Commented [CIPC92]: CJ - does this apply to any size of
development?
Commented [LH93R92]: No – see policy
Commented [LH94]: SG - is
Commented [LH95R94]: amended

The policy provisions of the Neighbourhood Plan are intended to encourage
buildings to minimise energy use and maximise energy efficiency. However, there is
increasing evidence that the use of use of combined heat and power (CHP) plants
can give rise to significant local emissions. The policy therefore seeks to ensure that
in meeting sustainability standards, consideration of wider environmental impacts is
considered.
There will be an increasing demand for electric vehicles in the future and therefore
an increased requirement for electric vehicle charging provision. The policy
therefore seeks to secure adequate provision from development coming forward.
Policy IV8: Iver Relief Road

Commented [CIPC96]: CJ – it occurs to me that we have
no policy on noise pollution which is an issue that affects
many of our residents as a result of failures in the planning
process. Is this something we can comment on in the NH
Plan?

Draft policy ready for review.
A. Proposals to deliver new highways infrastructure (‘Iver Relief Road’) to remove
HGV and other traffic from Iver High Street will be supported.
B. It will be essential to every future case made for either exceptional circumstances
to release Green Belt land in the Parish for strategic development or for very special
circumstances to justify inappropriate development in the Green Belt in the Parish
that the development proposal will make a direct and proportionate contribution to
delivering that highways infrastructure.
C. Any development proposal that will generate an increase in traffic in the Ivers
and Richings Park areas will be required to contribute to the delivery of the Iver Relief
Road and associated traffic mitigation.
The policy is intended to carry forward parts of the withdrawn emerging CSBLP
policy DM CP4 which recognised a number of sites in proximity to Iver Village that
collectively generate a significant number of HGV movements, as well as several
2
3

Ventilation and indoor air quality in new homes, AECOM, September 2019
Indoor air quality at home, NICE, January 2020
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sites within the adjacent London Borough of Hillingdon and Slough which generate
HGV movements within Iver. In addition, planned major infrastructure projects such
as High Speed Two, the Western Rail Link to Heathrow, and motorway improvements,
as well as other major development sites in the area are likely to continue to
generate significant heavy construction traffic in the Iver area.
It has long been recognised that there is an unresolved issue with a high number of
HGVs travelling through the parish. The adopted Core Strategy policy 16 has made
little impact on this matter. In Summer 2016, Bucks County Council commissioned a
Traffic and Transport Study covering the mains settlements in the Parish which
identified that the main route for HGVs will not change unless a relief road is
considered. Bucks Council and the Ivers Parish Council continues to work together
on the business case for the Iver Relief Road.
Policy IV9: Reducing Heavy Goods Vehicles

Commented [LH101]: SG – and operational
Commented [LH102R101]: amended

Commented [CIPC103]: CG – the map showing HGV
generating sites shows Brett Aggregates in pink. That site is
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Draft policy ready for review.
A. Development proposals which reduce the impact of heavy goods vehicles and
other commercial vehicle movements locally at heavy goods vehicles
generating sites shown on the Policies Map will be supported.

Commented [LH104R103]: amended

B. Development proposals which would generate additional heavy goods and other
commercial vehicle traffic at locations removed from the suitable entry/exit
points on the parish boundaries as shown on the Policies Map will not be
supported.
The policy is intended to carry forward parts of the withdrawn emerging CSBLP
policy DM CP4 which recognised a number of sites that collectively generate a
significant number of HGV movements, as well as several sites within the adjacent
London Borough of Hillingdon and Slough which generate HGV movements within
Iver. These are mainly located within the existing industrial estates and the policy
therefore highlights these areas although it is limited to those within the designated
neighbourhood area. It has used the information gathers in the Ivers Traffic and
Transport Study from 2016 as a starting point to identify HGV generating sites and
updated this to include X.

Commented [LH105]: SG - what does this mean in
practical terms – in previous applications a
reduction of 1 was considered adequate
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belt as we saying that this policy overrides the
greenbelt policies?
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A common denominator underlying the extent of atmospheric pollution and
constraints on greater uptake of sustainable transport (Active Travel or use of bus
services) is the excessive numbers of vehicles on parish roads and, in particular, the
number of HGVs. Such are the problems of congestion that bus services have been
withdrawn or re-routed because they are unable to adhere to timetabling. There
are nine points of entry and exit by road to the Ivers Parish which has been identified
on the Policies Map as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pinewood Road
A412 Uxbridge Road
B470 Langley Park Road
Hollow Hill Lane
North Park
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6.
7.
8.
9.

Thorney Mill Road
B470 Iver Lane
A4007 Slough Road
A412 Denham Road

Two key factors have an important influence on traffic movements:
a. All routes that directly cross the parish have an east-west orientation. This means
that vehicles travelling on a north-south axis are obliged to use indirect routes
through the parish. The east-west bias of transport links is amplified by the layout
of the rail network and by the routing of existing, limited bus services.
b. As a result of natural constraints (e.g. height or weight restrictions on bridges) or
restrictions introduced by neighbouring authorities, the only entry-exit points that
can accept all sizes of vehicle are those labelled 1, 2, 5, 8 and 9 above.
Together with the road network structure described under (a) and additional
weight restrictions on certain roads within the parish, this has the effect of
focussing HGV traffic onto a limited number of roads unsuited to such traffic.
Large centres of commercial activity heavily reliant on HGV movements are
located at points on the periphery of the parish where entry/exit is restricted
(roads 3, 6 & 7 above). This means that vehicles are forced to travel through the
parish to and from alternative entry/exit points. This concentration of HGVs
contributes to congestion, poor air quality, damage to infrastructure,
degradation of the streetscape and the demise of retail centres.
In addition, planned major infrastructure projects such as High Speed Two, the
Western Rail Link to Heathrow, and motorway improvements, as well as other major
development sites in the area are likely to continue to generate significant heavy
construction traffic in the Iver area. The policy therefore also seeks to avoid
development proposals that would generate additional heavy goods and other
commercial vehicle traffic at locations removed from the suitable entry/exit points
on the parish boundaries.
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To be transferred onto Policies Maps – for information purposes only

Commented [LH113]: SG – Cemex and Thorney Sidings
are missing
Commented [LH114R113]: noted
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Policy IV10: Community Facilities
Draft policy ready for review.
The Neighbourhood Plan identifies the following community facilities in the Parish for
the purpose of applying development plan policy on such facilities:
1. Iver Heath Pavilion and Recreation Ground
2. Iver Heath Village Hall
3. Iver Scout Hall
4. Iver Allotments
5. Iver Heath Allotments
6. Jubilee Pavilion and Iver Recreation Ground
7. Evreham Centre
8. Iver’s Children Centre
9. Evreham Adult Learning Centre
10. Iver Heath Infant’s School
11. Iver Heath Junior School
12. Iver Junior School
13. Iver Community Library, High Street, Iver
14. Iver Heath Community Library
15. Richings Park Sports Club
16. Richings Park Children’s Play Area

Commented [LH116R115]: Ordered into settlements.
Sub Committee to advise if complete
Commented [CIPC117]: Should we identify iver heath
bowls club and tennis club and RP bowls club, and Iver Scout
Hut?
Commented [LH118R117]: amended
Commented [LH119]: SG – Iver Village Hall
Commented [LH120R119]: amended
Commented [LH121]: SG – Evreham Sports Centre
Evreham Youth Centre
Commented [LH122R121]: amended
Commented [CIPC123]: To remove
Commented [LH124R123]: amended
Commented [LH125]: SG – add Iver Heath Scout Hut, Iver
Village Infant School, Parish Council Community Hub,
Surgeries? Churches?

Development proposals to change the use of a part of a facility that is shown to be
surplus to requirements will be supported, provided the change will not undermine
the viability of the primary community use.

Commented [LH126R125]: Amended. Sub Cttee to
provide list of surgeries and churches.

Proposals to extend a facility will be supported, provided they are consistent with the
relevant policies of the development plan.
The policy identifies community facilities for the application of Local Plan policy
COM2. A description of each facility and its community value is described in a
separate report or included as an appendix to the plan. Collectively, the community
facilities in each settlement are valued by the community and offer a valuable
resource to support community life, and therefore warrant the protection of policies
in the Local Plan. The policy also seeks to ensure that the long-term potential value
of land in community use is not lost without good reason and therefore the policy
also encourages the improvement of facilities to ensure they remain viable, but
other planning policies will still need to be addressed.
The location of the list of facilities included in the policy is shown on Plan X overleaf.
On occasions, some facilities will struggle, but this will more often be related to the
economic viability of the use, rather than the limitations of the premises, land or
location. As finding new land for such uses is often difficult, it is important that
established land is retained in that use, even if the current occupier is not viable. The
policy allows for a partial change of use of a facility, if this is intended to help secure
its longer-term viability. This may be an important way of putting to economic use
floorspace that is no longer needed, but which can make a financial contribution to
sustaining the community facility. However, such changes must be shown not to
undermine the community functions of the use. In some cases, the facility is included
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into settlements? And is list complete?
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Commented [CIPC127]: JR – should we include The Iver
Educational Trust St Peters Centre, Thorney Lane North. And
Kings Church, Iver and the Iver Heath Scout Hut?
And should mention be made to childrens play areas in Black
Park, Langley Pak and Denham Park?
Commented [LH128R127]: Amended
Only facilities in the parish boundary

in Policy IV5 as a Local Heritage Asset to identify its historic as well as social value. Or
it may be included in Policy IV13 as a Local Green Space as it will also be a key
open space in the village.

Plan X: Community Facilities in the Iver Parish
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Policy IV11: Village Centres
Draft policy ready for review.
The Neighbourhood Plan defines village centres at Iver High Street and at Bathurst
Walk, Richings Park. Proposals for a change of use that will result in the loss of an
active ground floor frontage in a village centre will be resisted.
This policy is intended to protect the essential local shopping facilities at Iver High
Street and at Richings Park. Both centres play a vital role in providing the local
communities with convenience and local services that reduce their dependence on
traveling to larger centres.
It is recognised that some changes of use do not now require planning permission
and permitted development rights may be extended to enable future changes of
use from what are now Class E commercial, business and service uses to residential
uses. Should this be introduced, it is hoped that Bucks Council will make an Article 4
Direction for both centres to remove those rights, enabling such changes to remain
in planning control.
Policy IV12: Thorney Business Park

Commented [CIPC129]: CG - Change to requested
Commented [LH130R129]: amended

Commented [CIPC131]: CG – I think a clear map of the
area suggested for development must be used to make clear
that SP BP11 is not acceptable as proposed in C&SB LP. I fear
HGV generation will continue

Draft policy ready for review.
Proposals for the change of use and redevelopment of Thorney Business Park, shown
on the Policies Map, will be supported, provided:
i.
ii.

iii.
iv.

v.
vi.

They are made as part of a comprehensive masterplan for the Business Park
and all of the land in the Green Belt between the Business Park and Thorney
Lane South
In the event that either exceptional circumstances can be justified to release
the land from the Green Belt or that very special circumstances can be made
to support inappropriate development in the Green Belt, the developable
area of the site should be focused on that half of the site bounded by Thorney
Lane South, the railway line, the Grand Union Canal Slough Arm and a line
extending from the western extent of the Ridgeway Trading Estate to its north
to the western extent of Bathurst Walk to its south
As a result of clause iii above, all the remaining land outside the developable
area should be designated as Green Belt and laid out as part of the Colne
Valley Regional Park and of the Green Infrastructure Network of Policy IV16
A connectivity strategy makes provision for:
a. the retention and improvement of the existing public rights of way
b. new pedestrian and cycle access to Iver Station in a way that enables
safe and convenient access to the Richings Park village centre
c. the developable area lying entirely within 400m walking distance of
the station
Existing mooring berths on the canal are retained as part of a wider
improvement strategy that maximises the public realm value of the canal
The developable area is accessed only from the existing junction with
Thorney Lane South, thereby enabling all of the existing mature trees, hedges
and woodland on that site boundary to be retained and bolstered with new
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Commented [CIPC132]: CG clause ii
Commented [LH133R132]: amended

planting to maintain an effective visual gap to prevent the visual
coalescence of Iver Village with Richings Park.
This policy sets out the principles by which any future change of use and
redevelopment of the Business Park should be considered. It addresses the unusual
geography of the Business Park some 750m west of Thorney Lane South – and
therefore well beyond the western edges of the Ridgeway Trading Estate to its north
and Richings Park to its south – but itself being inset from the Green Belt. All of the
land between it and Thorney Lane South lies in the Green Belt in a way that helps
maintain the essential openness of the gap between Richings Park and the Trading
Estate and Iver village.

Commented [LH134]: SG - most
Commented [LH135R134]: amended

The withdrawn Local Plan made an exceptional circumstance case for the release
of the Green Belt land between the Business Park and Thorney Road South to form a
strategic allocation of 1,000 homes, including the redevelopment of the Business
Park. It is not for the Neighbourhood Plan to make that case but, as with other
policies, should that case be made in the future, the policy puts down some
essential markers to make a successful, sustainable development.
There are two crucial spatial elements that must drive any future proposal: improving
the separation of the two distinct settlements of Richings Park and Iver; and ensuring
that any new community fully integrates with, and benefits from, the services and
facilities of Richings Park. By requiring any future developable area to lie within 400m
walking distance of the station and link to Richings Park, there is an opportunity to
effectively relocate to the east the existing developed area with no need for any
net additional Green Belt release. As per the NPPF, the existing Business Park can be
reclaimed and laid out as part of the open Colne Valley countryside.
Policy IV13: Link Park Heathrow

Commented [CIPC136]: JS Link Park and its adjoing site
were discussed at the meeting. I think there should be some
explanation in the document that both sites are referred to
when Link Park is mentioned or the description should be
changed to Link Park and Thorney Mill
ssssssssssssssssssssssssssssSidings

Draft policy ready for review.
Control on number of HGVs, environmental improvements to the river corridor,
contribution to highway improvements provided by group to date.

Commented [LH137R136]: Amended

Proposals for the redevelopment of the Link Park Heathrow site, shown on the Policies
Map, will be supported, provided:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

The use and operation of the site eliminates HGV movements from the outset;
All of the existing buildings, structures, the railhead infrastructure and other
industrial features are demolished and removed from the site;
The location and design of the new buildings and structures are such that their
height and bulk will not significantly harm the openness of the Green Belt;
The proposals include a Green Infrastructure Strategy that plans for:
a. the retention of the existing planation of poplar trees in the centre of
the site, with any necessary loss of trees along the site boundary to
allow for building work and the erection of a new perimeter fence to
be compensated for by new tree planting to obscure the fencing
b. the retention of the existing natural woodland on the eastern half of the
site
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Commented [LH138]: SG – and Blue
Commented [LH139R138]: amended

v.

c. the planting of the main site boundaries to obscure all existing new
perimeter fencing
d.
a S106 agreement is made to include provision for the gifting of the natural
woodland to an appropriate community-led or charitable body to manage its
future maintenance and access as part of the Colne Valley Regional Park

Commented [CIPC140]: Add d – environmental
improvements to the river corridor
Commented [LH141R140]: amended

This policy sets out a series of key development principles to ensure any future use of
this large, partially brownfield aggregate, industrial and storage site on the eastern
edge of the Parish with West Drayton. The present use of the site has been the cause
of much of the problems with HGV movements and air quality in the Parish over
many years.
Although the Neighbourhood Plan cannot contain policies relating to the
aggregate use of the site, it can address how a future change of the use of the land
can best be managed. There are current plans for a reuse of the majority of the
developed site for a data centre use, with the retention of the woodland covering
the remainder of the site.
However, it may be that those proposals leave the railhead as an operational part
of the site, at least in the short to medium term, and it is this use that generates the
majority of the HGV uses. This may lead to a situation where the total traffic
generated by both the aggregate and new data centre uses will increase and it will
leave the existing HGV problem unresolved. In which case, proposals will not benefit
from the support of this policy unless they include provision for a full change of use of
the developed site and the removal of HGV movements, post the construction
phase.
Policy IV14: Local Green Spaces
Draft policy ready for review.
The Neighbourhood Plan designates the following as Local Green Spaces, as shown
on the Policies Maps:

Commented [LH142]: SG - Do we need to say
anything about Thorney Sidings which is a
completely separate but adjoining site with a
shared entrance and the same potential issues of
HGV generating usage?
Commented [CIPC143]: CG Hardings Row nature reserve
not yet designated LNR
Commented [LH144R143]: In GB
Commented [LH145]: SG – Add Iver Heath Fields and Iver
Heath Copse

Iver Heath
1. Iver Heath Recreation Ground, off Church Road
2. Iver Heath Junior School Playing Field, off St. Margaret’s Close
3. Amenity spaces at Heatherden Green, Church Road (rear of St. David’s Parade),
Trewarden Avenue and Oak End Drive
Iver Village

Commented [LH146R145]: In GB
Commented [CIPC147]: |CG – should Iver Rec be
included?
Swan Meadow?
Field r/o Iver Junior School bequeather=d for benefit of
village children by Princess Victoria
Commented [LH148R147]: In GB
Commented [LH149]: SG – Playing Field to the rear of the
Iver Village Junior School and Iver Recreation Ground

4. Playing field at Iver Village Infant School, off Grange Way
5. Amenity spaces at Evreham Road/Barnfield, Colne Orchard and Victoria
Crescent

Commented [LH150R149]: In GB
Commented [CIPC151]: GY – need to mention green
woodland space known as The Clump that lies along Richings
Way and forms part of St Leonards Close

Richings Park

Commented [LH152R151]: In GB
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6. Richings Sports Park

Commented [LH153]: SG – Add Kingfisher Garden,
Residents Garden, Thorney Park

Proposals for development in a Local Green Space will only be supported in
exceptional circumstances.

Commented [LH154R153]: In GB. Location of Residents
Garden unknown

This policy designates a series of Local Green Spaces in accordance with
paragraphs 99 -100 of the NPPF. A designation has the policy effect of the
equivalence of the Green Belt when determining planning applications located
within a designated Local Green Space. Hence, the policy resists all development
proposals that will undermine the essential character of designated areas, unless
there are very special circumstances as set out in NPPF paragraph 101, to justify why
consent should be granted.
The effect of Policy IV14 is to provide important Local Green Spaces with protection
from development equivalent to that which applies in the Green Belt. Any proposal
must maintain the essential open character of the space and must, in any event,
demonstrate exceptional circumstances for its justification.
Policy IV15: Important Open Spaces
RECOMMEND DELETION

Policy IV16: Green Infrastructure Network

Commented [CIPC155]: JS – cannot find any reference to
Thorney Country Park in the Mid Colne Sub Area document, I
would have thought it would be listed under water focussed
opportunities, there is reference to Thorney Park in MC211,
but I thought Thorney Park was the golf course not the
Country Park

Draft policy ready for review.
A. Development proposals should make a positive contribution towards
improvement of the Colne Valley Regional Park in line with its objectives and the
detailed strategy for the Mid Colne Sub-Area as they apply in the Parish, as shown
on the Policies Map, and should demonstrate they will:

Commented [LH156R155]: Noted

• Maintain and enhance the landscape, historic environment and waterscape of
the park in terms of their scenic and conservation value and their overall
amenity;
• Conserve and enhance biodiversity within the Park through the protection and
management of its species, habitats and geological features;
• Provide opportunities for countryside recreation and ensure that facilities are
accessible to all, promoting active travel networks;
• Seek to achieve a vibrant and sustainable rural economy within the Park;
• Encourage community participation including volunteering and environmental
education, and promote health and social well-being through accessible, high
quality green space; and
• Where new green infrastructure is provided, include legally binding provision
for its long term management and maintenance as part of the development
and its mitigation.
Development that fails to demonstrate the above will be refused unless the context
of the proposed development means that the above factors are not relevant.
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Commented [CIPC157]: Should we add habitat
connectivity here?
Commented [LH158R157]: amended

B. Development proposals that may affect a watercourse or other water-body
should demonstrate that their design and operation will:
• Protect and enhance the waterbodies, their water quality and ecology/riparian
habitat;
• Where relevant, provide naturalised river channels and settings with generous
green buffers
• Increase public access to rivers and riverbanks to realise their recreation and
educational potential, consistent with biodiversity considerations;
• Promote excellent connectivity in terms of walking and cycle routes, forming
part of wider networks across areas with green infrastructure;
• Improve passage by fish and other species along river corridors;
• Prevent the spread of invasive non-native species; and
• Enhance the visual role of rivers/ waterbodies in the local landscape/
townscape including protection of river heritage assets/features.
The policy responds to the location of all of the Parish within the much larger Colne
Valley Regional Park. The Park comprises a wide range of green infrastructure
features that together have real biodiversity, climate change, recreation and
landscape benefits across a much wider area. Its purpose is linked with the vision
and principles of Green Infrastructure in Buckinghamshire and Milton Keynes by
adopting the policy approach recommended by the Regional Park for Local Plans
and Neighbourhood Plans in its area. The Regional Park has also prepared a more
detailed strategy for the Mid-Colne Sub Area which spans the whole of the parish
and beyond it that includes a schedule of opportunities to improve the functionality
of green infrastructure assets within the Parish and these are shown on the Policies
Map and listed overleaf.

Commented [CIPC159]: CJ – add accessibility

Commented [CIPC160]: CJ add minimisation
Commented [LH161R160]: amended

The policy requires that all development proposals that lie within the Network, or that
adjoin it, should consider how they may improve it, or at the very least do not
undermine its integrity of its water bodies and other connected spaces and habitats.
Where proposals include provision for landscaping, new means of access or new
layouts, there may be an opportunity to relate the land better to the Park, for
example in complementing existing biodiversity value through the design of the
landscape scheme. At the very least, the policy requires that proposals that will
undermine the existing value of the Park will be refused permission.
The multi-functional green infrastructure value of the Park will become more
valuable over time, and although the majority of its features are physically attached
to enable habitat connectivity, some features are not. This does not devalue their
integral biodiversity or recreational value and at some point in the future an
opportunity may arise to achieve similar connectivity.
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Commented [LH162]: SG – and blue
Commented [LH163R162]: amended

Commented [CIPC164]: CJ map legends are hard to read
Commented [LH165R164]: To be transferred onto
Policies Maps – for information purposes only

To be transferred onto Policies Maps – for information purposes only
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Commented [CIPC166]: CJ – is it worth pointing out that
there is clear concordance between NP policies and the
schedule of opportunities eg proposals on connectivity for
active travel
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Policy IV17: Climate Change Mitigation – Carbon Sink
Draft policy ready for review.
A. For schemes of a gross site area of more than 2 Ha, and where practical,
development proposals are required to incorporate woodland planting within their
on-site proposals to a standard verified by the Woodland Carbon Code.
B. For schemes of a gross site area less than 2 Ha or for schemes of a gross site area
of more than 2 Ha but where on site provision is not practical, development
proposals are required to make a financial contribution to the Buckinghamshire
Carbon Sink Fund, which will be used to invest in the improvement, extension and
maintenance of those elements of the Iver Parish Green Infrastructure Network that
function as a carbon sink.
This policy requires that all proposals for new buildings, including those that are part
of redevelopment schemes, to contribute to carbon sequestration (‘sinking’) in the
Neighbourhood Area. It applies to all buildings of any land use type as every new
building will have a carbon footprint that will need to be mitigated.
Clause A requires schemes of a gross site area of 2Ha or more, which would be
expected to include a landscape scheme of a reasonable scale, to include
woodland planting of a type and long term management that meets the Woodland
Carbon Code standards which include identifying suitable soils eligible for woodland
creation. For example, the Woodland Carbon Code does not allow any woodland
creation to occur on soils with an organic (peat) layer of more than 50cm.
Clause B requires smaller schemes, or those that cannot meet the Code on-site, to
make a financial contribution to the provision of Code-compliant woodland
planting within the Iver Parish green infrastructure network through the
Buckinghamshire Carbon Sink Fund. Contributions will be made in proportion to their
size (as measured by sq.m. gross internal floorspace area).
The policy sits alongside policies IV16 and IV18 of the Neighbourhood Plan on the
Iver Parish Green Infrastructure Network and Climate Change Mitigation – new
buildings. Together, they are intended as local actions aimed at tackling climate
change. The Fund will be set up in the absence of a county-level carbon offsetting
fund. It is understood that a Buckinghamshire Carbon Sink Fund is currently being
developed through the Affordable Warmth Strategy 2017-2022 Action Plan.
A ‘carbon sink’ is a natural or artificial reservoir that accumulates and stores some
carbon-containing chemical compound for an indefinite period. The
Buckinghamshire Carbon Sink Fund will be invested in making improvements, in
extending and in maintaining those elements of the Iver Parish Green Infrastructure
Network that will function as a carbon sink. They are primarily the planting of certain
types of tree and hedge species in key locations.
The operations of the Fund will be set out in a forthcoming supplementary planning
document. The contribution will be made via a S106 agreement. The Fund operator
will secure agreements with the relevant landowners prior to the Fund opening and
operating. Contributions will not be required until the Fund is operational.

Commented [LH167]: SG - Should this policy also
refer to schemes where a significant loss of trees or
hedgerows are required?

Commented [CIPC168]: Is this ring fenced? Ie what is
saved in the parish is returned to the parish
Commented [LH169R168]: Depends how the fund will be
operated

Commented [CIPC170]: CJ – I found the woodland carbon
code website to be difficult to navigate so apologies for the
question. does the code provide a basis for calculating the
scales of planting required to offset the carbon footprint of a
given development?
Commented [LH171R170]: Amended

Policy IV18: Climate change mitigation – new buildings
Draft policy ready for review.
A. On development schemes where it is proposed that at least 75% of the building
units will be certified to a Passivhaus standard, development proposals will not be
required to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide a sustainability statement, energy statement, ventilation or extraction
statement, daylight/sunlight assessment, with the planning application;
Make provision for on-site renewable energy generation or make a financial
contribution to any off-site renewable energy generation proposal;
Make any off-site or other financial contribution to the Buckinghamshire Carbon
Offset Fund;
Calculate carbon emissions from any other part of the development;
Carry out an assessment of the whole life-cycle carbon emissions and
demonstrate actions taken to reduce life-cycle carbon emissions; or
Make a financial contribution to meeting the costs of a Travel Plan or of any other
climate change mitigation measure that would otherwise be required by a
development scheme not proposing to deliver Passivhaus standard buildings.
B. Where it is proposed to deliver dwellings that will be certified to a Passivhaus
standard, the scheme may comprise terraced and/or apartment building forms of a
density that is higher than the density of the character area within which the
proposal is located, provided it can be demonstrated that the scheme will have a
less than substantial effect on the character area.
C. All planning permissions granted for new dwellings will include a planning
condition to require the provision of a Post Occupancy Evaluation Report to the local
planning authority within a specified period, unless exempted by Clause A. Where
the report identifies poor energy performance and makes recommendations for
reasonable corrective action, the applicant must demonstrate that those actions
have been implemented before the condition will be considered to be discharged.
This policy is intended to encourage and incentivise the use of the Passivhaus
standard of building design for all new building projects in the area. By focusing on
reducing the need for energy, achieving this standard will make the most significant
contribution to mitigating climate change that the Neighbourhood Plan can deliver.
The policy is in three parts. Its Clause A provides an alternative means of meeting the
ambitions of the Government’s proposed Future Homes Standard and of the
relevant development plan policies. The Future Homes Standard will be applied
nationally and will focus on ensuring that the country’s new building stock will be net
carbon neutral. Development proposals will therefore be expected to comply with
the Standard, which will replace any local discretion.
However, although the Standard will make a step change in the requirements made
of new build schemes, its contribution to mitigating climate change through the
application of the ‘energy hierarchy’ is not generally regarded as being as effective
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as delivering buildings to a Passivhaus standard4. Such buildings are proven to
create healthy and comfortable buildings in which to live or work and they will
dramatically reduce the requirement for grid and storage enhancements and
halving the amount of renewable generation capacity required. Reducing the
heating energy demand through the application of passive design measures and a
‘fabric first’ approach is therefore the only practical way to achieve zero carbon
homes in reality.
Delivering Passivhaus buildings is challenging for conventional house builders and will
be for some years, hence the Future Homes Standard allows for offsetting
requirements that cannot be met on site. Whilst the policy cannot therefore make
the Passivhaus standard a requirement, it can and should offer landowners and
developers with a clear incentive to maximise the number of new buildings that are
certified to Passivhaus standard.
For applicants that are proposing to use this standard for at least 75% of the building
units, the policy removes the need to meet the normal planning application
requirements, whose purposes are either not relevant to the standard (i.e. by
proposing an energy reduction strategy in an Energy Statement) or whose climate
change mitigation impacts will be significantly lower and indirect, i.e.
contributing to the Buckinghamshire Carbon Offset Fund or funding the full cost of
travel plan measures. These requirements are mitigation measures that have been
put in place to make good the inadequacies of conventional building schemes,
that are not necessary to apply to Passivhaus buildings.
Its Clause B acknowledges that the Passivhaus standard for housing is most effective
in its energy performance when delivered as terraces or apartment blocks, rather
than detached or semidetached houses (that have more external wall space). It
therefore encourages the use of those building forms, which will lead to higher plot
densities. In most urban character areas such densities will be appropriate, but in
some historic, suburban and rural character areas, they may not.
The policy requires that the scheme density (measured by dwelling units/Ha) is
assessed against that of the local ‘character area’ in the Design & Access
Statement. Where that area is part of a designated Conservation Area or Area of
Special Character, for which there is an appraisal defining its character, then the
applicant will be expected to use that as the baseline for the Statement.
Outside of such areas, the applicant may define the ‘character area’ that is
relevant for the purpose of this exercise.
It is expected that the policy will be welcomed by the SME building sector and selfbuilders that wish to increase their share of the local house building market, which is
also an objective of the NPPF. The policy will make it easier and cheaper for them to
submit planning applications and the S106 contribution will be lower. In allowing for
higher plot densities to be achieved, the policy will increase the attractiveness of
using Passivhaus buildings. In which case, land and property owners will have a
greater choice of building specification and of developer to sell to or to partner
with, and so the policy is considered viable.

4

Commented [LH173R172]: This is always the case.

Passivhaus: the route to zero carbon?. Passivhaus Trust March 2019
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Commented [CIPC172]: CJ – should we add a note to the
effect that this does not absolve developers from adhering
to other policies on green spaces or the built environment
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Proposals seeking to apply the Passive House Planning Package (PHPP) must be able
to demonstrate that the Passivhaus standard can be achieved. Prior to
commencement a ‘pre-construction compliance check’ completed by a
Passivhaus Designer accredited by the Passive House Institute (PHI) will be required
and secured by condition. Upon completion a Quality Approved Passivhaus
certificate for each building will be required prior to occupation, again secured by
condition.
Finally, its Clause C requires the developer of a consented housing development
scheme of any size to carry out a post-occupancy evaluation (POE) including
actual energy use, and to submit the report to the local planning authority. It will be
implemented by attaching a planning condition, which will only be discharged
once the report has been submitted and any recommended actions to rectify any
performance gap with the design stage assessment are carried out by the
developer.
A quarter of UK carbon emissions derive from housing. Despite good intentions to
reduce this, many new and refurbished homes have been found to use twice the
amount of energy aimed for. Without suitable systems for standard setting,
predicting, measuring, feedback and learning from the outcomes, this poor
performance will continue. On the other hand, Passivhaus certified schemes will
not fail in this way and they are therefore exempted from this policy.
A POE report comprises an assessment of how building performance measures up to
the expectations of the team that designed and built it. The Royal Institute of British
Architects (RIBA) considers that this method has huge potential but is still rare in
private and public sector house building contracts. From current practice it
estimates that POE adds less than 0.25% to the project cost.
An industry consensus is emerging on the key sustainable outcomes, which are
expected to become the standard measurables for all projects in the future. RIBA
itself intends to fully embed sustainability into its ‘Plan of Work’ and provide the
means for teams on any project to target sustainable outcomes in the brief,
manage their delivery through each stage and undertake meaningful analysis up to
three years after handover.

Commented [CIPC174]: CJ – we have policy on housing
deveopments. What scope do we have for determining
policy on commercial developments/buildings within the
parish?
Commented [LH175R174]: Clause A covers all new
buildings.
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6. IMPLEMENTATION
6.1 The Neighbourhood Plan policies will be implemented through the determination
of planning applications for development in the Parish by the local planning
authority.
Development Management
6.2 The planning authority will use a combination of the Local Plan and
Neighbourhood Plan policies to inform and determine its planning application
decisions. The Parish Council is a statutory consultee on planning applications made
in the Parish and it will be made aware of any future planning applications or
alterations to those applications by the planning authority. It will seek to ensure that
the Neighbourhood Plan policies have been identified and applied correctly by
applicants and by officers in their decision reports.
6.3 Where necessary, the Parish Council may seek to persuade the Secretary of
State to call-in a planning application that it considers is in conflict with the
Neighbourhood Plan but which the planning authority has deemed to consent.
Similarly, it may also seek to persuade the Secretary of State to recover an appeal of
a refused application, where the conflict with one or more Neighbourhood Plan
policies has been important in the reasons for refusal. In both cases, the Parish
Council will do so if it considers matters of national policy significance (for
neighbourhood planning) are raised.
Local Infrastructure Improvements
6.4 Where opportunities arise through Section 106 agreements (or through the
Community Infrastructure Levy) to secure financial contributions to invest in
improving local infrastructure, the Parish Council propose that the priorities for
investment of future Community Infrastructure Levy, and/or S106 contributions
received by the local planning authority are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Iver Relief Road?
Iver Heath Village Centre project?
Secondary School provision?
Iver Village Environmental Improvements - Creation of a traffic-calming
scheme, streetscape improvements, highway de-cluttering and public realm
enhancements to Iver Village linked to the delivery of the Iver Relief Road.
Improving local road infrastructure
Traffic calming measures
Etc.

This section of the plan provides the opportunity to include a list of infrastructure
projects. The Sub Committee should agree on a list of projects which should be
prioritised for investment.

Think priorities order would be listed as such by residents
Commented [LH177R176]: amended

There may be other non-planning matters which have been raised throughout
consultation to date and those ahead. The Sub Committee should include a list of
these at paragraph 6.6.
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Other Non-Planning Matters
6.6 During the process of preparing the Neighbourhood Plan, there have been many
ideas for improving or addressing current problems in the Parish that lie outside the
scope of the land use planning system to control. The Parish Council has noted these
issues and will take them forward through its day-to-day business and in partnership
with the local community and relevant parties. These include:
•
•
•
•

Electric vehicle charging points
Traffic management
Improve bus services
Etc.
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POLICIES MAP & INSETS
To be inserted here
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Appendix X

THE IVERS PARISH NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
DRAFT LOCAL HERITAGE ASSET ANALYSIS
DECEMBER 2020
Introduction
This draft note sets out the conclusions from an analysis of a number of sources of
information to identify proposed Local Heritage Assets in Policy IV5 of the emerging
Neighbourhood Plan (NP).
The note should be reviewed by the NP Development Task Team and verified or amended as
necessary, based on its collection of local knowledge.
Method
The following sources of information have been used:
•
•
•
•
•

The Buckinghamshire Historic Environment Record
The Draft Iver Conservation Area Appraisal (March 2016)
The Chiltern & South Bucks Townscape Character Study (November 2017)
The South Bucks Townscape Character Study (March 2010)
The History of Richings Park and notably the developer brochure of the 1920s (c/o
the Richings Park Residents Association)

In addition, Neil Homer and Leani Haim, of ONeill Homer planning consultants, undertook
an area visit in November 2020 to identify other potential assets, notably those buildings
and structures playing a prominent role in the streetscene but not previously identified.
Commented [CIPC178]: CG – there are more to add

Local Heritage Assets
The following local heritage assets have been identified, each with a short description of its
special local interest.
Location

Asset Type

Special Local Interest

Warren House, Church
Road, Iver Heath

Twentieth century park
and garden

White Lodge, off Wood
Lane, Iver Heath

Twentieth century gardens

The third edition 6" OS map shows parkland to the
north and south of the property, small uninteresting
gardens around the house. AP's show that the
parkland has been built over on the eastern side.
Development has occurred next to the house as
well.
The third edition 6" OS map of 1932 shows a white
lodge with surrounding gardens, large grounds,
semi-formal on a very modest scale. Possible walled
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St. John's, off Wood
Lane, Iver Heath

Twentieth century garden
and park

Leslie Lodge, Billet
Lane, Iver Heath

Twentieth century gardens
and park

Bangors Park, off
Bangor’s Road South,
Iver Heath

Nineteenth century
gardens and parkland

Woodlands Park, off
Slough Road

Late nineteenth century
park and gardens

Huntsmore Park, Ford
Lane, Iver

Remains of eighteenth
century parkland, possibly
of earlier origin, and
nineteenth century formal
gardens

Iver Lodge Gardens,
Bangors Road South,
Iver

Late eighteenth/early
nineteenth century formal
gardens and parkland

Coppins, Coppins Lane,
Iver

Early twentieth century
gardens and small area of
parkland

Dromenagh (Long
Coppice), Sevenhills
Road

Early nineteenth century
garden and park

Ivey Lands, Richings
Park

Field with remnant
medieval to post-medieval
strip field system and
trackways
?
Park feature

Langley Airfield?
Ice House, off Main
Drive, Richings Park?
Grotto, Main Drive,
Richings Park?

Park feature

garden. AP's and current maps show little has
changed.
The third edition 6" OS map shows property with
garden immediately surrounding it. There is a lodge
at the end of the drive way and parkland to the
north and the south. AP's show that parkland to the
north has been divided into housing plots.
The third edition 6" OS map shows the lodge with
grounds and a small amount of parkland. Very
modest with no features of interest. AP's shows
grounds still intact except with the addition of a
swimming pool.
The second edition 6" OS map shows wooded walks,
gardens, 2 lodges, parkland and water features in
the way of a weir. APs and 1:10000 map shows
parkland to be mostly agricultural now, gardens
seem still intact though.
The house is Georgian in origin but the parkland
first appears on the first edition 6" OS map in 1881.
Gardens appear by 1932 on the third edition map.
Some parkland still remains but mineral extraction
has reduced the grounds substantially.
Huntsmoor Park has medieval origins. The house is
recorded as 15th century. The park is shown on
Jeffrey's map of 1776. Early maps show that formal
planting is evident from around the end of the 19th
century. The house was destroyed some time during
the
Shown on Bryant's map of 1825 as formal gardens
with adjacent parkland. Maps show grounds but not
in very good detail. APs show the parkland has been
subdivided and tennis courts have been added.
Lodge is Grade II listed.
The gardens started to be developed by Princess
Victoria in 1925. The third edition 6" OS map shows
gardens, lodge, driveway and a small adjacent area
of parkland to the west and east. APs show the area
still to be intact but very little detail visible
19th century house initially called Long Coppice
then in 1910 replaced by a mansion called Hillbrook
Place and finally changed its name in 1922 to
Dromenagh. The third edition 6" OS map shows
house with parkland to the east. Gate lodge at
entrance.
visible on aerial photographs at Ivey Lands.
Rectilinear linear features and boundaries visible as
cropmarks.
?
Nineteenth century icehouse at Richings Park
reported to be still standing but vandalised with
rubble in the interior
A grotto and cascade is noted on the former site of
St Leonard's in Richings Park during the eighteenth
century
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Commented [CIPC179]: CJ – first occupant 1792 was Sir
Thomas Bernard pioneer philanthropist and social reformer.
During the second world war it was the official residence of
General Sikorski, Polish Prime Minister in exile
Commented [CIPC180]: Coppins was built originally by
John Mitchell sometime resident of Iver Lodge, bookseller
and impresario to Queen Victoria. Later converted for use
by Princess Victoria of Wales and was the residence of the
duke and duchess of Kent for many years

Buildings at Iver
Station?
Thorney Lane (Iver
Lane) Bridge

Railway buildings and
structures
Road overbridge

Pinewood Film Studios,
Pinewood Road, Iver
Heath

Film studios

Heatherden Hall
Gardens, off Pinewood
Road, Iver Heath

Remains of late
nineteenth century
gardens

Chandlers Hill

Remains of Second World
War heavy anti-aircraft
battery

Heath Lodge, off Wood
Lane, Iver Heath

Twentieth century park
and garden

Iver Village Junior
School and No 138,
High Street, Iver

School buildings and
ancillary and boundary
structures

Chequers Inn and
former stable block,
High Street, Iver

Buildings

Former Bull Inn and
former stable block,
High Street, Iver

Buildings

Shown on 1875 map. Prominent in streetscene
fronting on to the main road at its junction at the
centre of the village. Visible in long views along High
Street from the west. Three gables in a building
form inspired by the Arts and Crafts movement.

115 – 175 High Street,
Iver

Buildings

Late 19 C – contemporaneous with the school
opposite. Single, long terrace built on former
orchard of The Lea to the immediate east. Mostly
intact but with some added porches and modified
windows and roof materials. In buff facing bricks

18 feet wide overbridge designed by Brunel and
built in 1835-8 to carry a minor public road over the
Great Western Railway. Extended to the north to
accommodate additional tracks in 1878 and again in
1914 for an additional single track loop.
built 1936 for a financial consortium formed by J
Arthur Rank, Sir Charles Boot and Lady Yule, and
opened in September 1936, with 5 sound stages. In
1937 Rank became Chairman of Pinewood and in
1939 gained control of Denham Studios
Gardens originally constructed in 1870 when the
house was built by Charles Reeks. In the 1930's the
hall became the offices for Pinewood Studios. A
more formal garden layout was constructed in 1932
which incorporated walks, water features and
parterres.
Heavy Anti Aircraft Battery recorded by A J Priestley
of the Fortress Study Group in November 1995.
Condition: bad. 'Approx 13 bases for huts scattered
in area of rough ground along roadside hedge with a
track through centre.
Area of modest parkland surrounding lodge with
gardens. Parkland boundaries are a bit ambiguous.
AP's show the grounds to contain a swimming pool
and tennis court. Otherwise, grounds unchanged.
Late 19 C – contemporaneous with 115-75 High
Street opposite. Group of three original school
buildings with lower buildings flanking main hall
building in the centre with distinctive pediment with
clockface above twin arched windows. Clay tile roof
enhanced by cupola bell tower and weathervane.
Buildings in buff brick with red brick decoration to
windows. Set back behind open lawns and low brick
wall and railings to enable full appreciation from the
road. Former school house at No 138 of same
materials and decoration and of a two storey, cross
gable form that complements the adjoining school.
Shown on 1875 map. Prominent in the streetscene
forward of the main building line to the west. Forms
an interesting group with adjoining Grade II listed
No. 68 and stable block. Decorated twin gables and
painted render.
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Commented [CIPC181]: Some of the old buildings have
been knocked down

Commented [LH182]: SG - demolished

St Peters Centre,
Thorney Road, Iver

Buildings

1-5 High Street, Iver

Buildings

Iver Delivery Office,
Bathurst Walk,
Richings Park
1 – 7 Wellesley Ave,
Richings Park
28 – 50 Bathurst Walk,
Richings Park
No 2 and Post Office,
Wellesley Ave, Richings
Park
Thorney House Chapel,
St Leonards Walk,
Richings Park
35 Thorney Lane S, 14
Wellesley Ave, 15, 37,
44, 46 Somerset Way
and 4 Skye Ings and 15,
29, 65 Richings Way,
Richings Park
23 Somerset Way,
Richings Park
50 Old Slade Lane and
22 Wellesley Ave,
Richings Park
6 Old Slade Lane,
Richings Park
20, 29, 34, 44 Old
Slade Lane, 15, 21, 23,
45 Skye Cluan and 68
Skye Ings, Richings
Park
62 Bathurst Walk,
Richings Park
27 Skye Cluan, 11 St
James Walk, Richings
Park
18 North Park, 8
Wellesley Ave, 20 Skye
Cluan and 41, 47 Skye
Ings, Richings Park
16 Wellesley Ave, 15
Richings Way and 66
Skye Cluan, Richings
Park

Buildings

with decorated red brick horizontal bands and red
brick lintels. Front gardens predominantly open
behind low railings or post and rail fencing. No. 175
stands proud of the building line with an open gable
end to the road and so is especially prominent in
the streetscene on the bend with Langley Park Road
Late 19 C. Former church school buildings in buff
brick and Welsh slate roof. Prominent in streetscene
and part of the setting of the Grade I listed Church
of St. Peter.
Mid 19 th C group with Bull and prominent at
junction
Former inter-war post office building in prominent
location at the entrance to Richings Park.

Commercial buildings

Terrace of 1930s buildings with shopfronts intact.

Commercial buildings

Terrace of 1930s buildings with shopfronts intact.

Commercial buildings

Terrace of 1930s buildings with shopfronts intact.

Church

Mid 19 C

Buildings

Estate Type A bungalow surviving intact with some
minor alterations.

Building

Estate Type P house surviving intact with some
minor alterations.
Estate Type K house surviving intact with some
minor alterations.

Commented [CIPC183]: JR - This is St Leonards Church
Commented [LH184R183]: noted

Buildings

Building
Buildings

Building
Buildings

Estate Type L house surviving intact with some
minor alterations.
Estate Type Z house surviving intact with some
minor alterations.

Estate Type 33 house surviving intact with some
minor alterations.
Estate Type J house surviving intact with some
minor alterations.

Buildings

Estate Type S house surviving intact with some
minor alterations.

Buildings

Estate Type C house surviving intact with some
minor alterations.
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Norwood Grange,
Norwood lane, Iver
Heath?
Bangor’s Park Farm?
Whip & Collar PH,
Swallow Street, Love
Green
Yeomans, Love Lane,
Iver

Buildings

Mid 19 C

Buildings
Public House

Mid 19 C
Mid 19 C

Buildings

Red Lion Inn, Langley
Park Road, Shreding
Green
Stag & Hounds PH,
Church Road, Iver
Heath
The Dell Cottage,
Bangors Road South,
Iver Heath
Gallow Hill House,
Slough Road, Iver
Heath
‘Weecot’, 14-16
Coopers Row, Iver
Heath
Warren Farm, Church
Road, Iver Heath

Public House

Mid 19 C terrace, prominent in long views from N.
distinct flat, half dormers and tall brick chimneys
with white painted brick and Welsh slate roof.
Mid 19 C

Public House

Mid 19 C

Building

Mid 19 C. Double fronted cottage with low hipped
roofs in plain clay tiles and white painted brickwork

Building

Mid 19 C

Buildings

Mid 19 C or older

Farm buildings

Mid 19 C or older. Two parallel, long, brick barn
buildings with catslide plain clay tile roofs

Commented [LH185]: SG – Add North Star Public House
North Star Cottages
Thorney Weir House

In addition, the 2017 Townscape Study identified some inter-war residential areas of Iver
Heath as warranting the status of an Area of Special Character (see pp129 - 130). Such areas
can also be regarded as local heritage assets.
A review of those areas indicates that only specific roads have maintained the essence of
their original character, in respect of building styles and boundary treatment:
•
•
•
•

The Parkway
Longstone Road
Church Road (north side adjoining The Parkway)
Ashford Road

Commented [CIPC186]: GY Wellesley Avenue and The
Ridings (both in Richings Park) to add

In Thornbridge Road and Pinewood Green, there is a greater variety of building forms and
styles and there have been more alterations to the original building styles and boundary
treatments.
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It is recommended that the Neighbourhood Plan design policy for Iver Heath identifies an
amended Area of Special Character and cross references to a new design code for that Area
in its appendices. The design code will aim to prevent any further deterioration of the
essential character of the area as a result of poorly designed side of roof extensions and the
loss of boundary walls and hedges. To be possible, the Neighbourhood Plan will, have to
encourage Bucks Council to make an Article 4 Direction removing permitted development
rights that would otherwise enable much of those alterations to be carried out without
having to obtain planning permission.
Commented [CIPC187]: CG I like it so far, more to add.
Very keen on catslide roofs and hate hip to gable extensions
of one half of semi detached dwellings. PD so difficult to
stop

Draft Design Code
Building and Roof Forms
•

•

•

Detached – 7.5m width of front elevation, pyramid roof, two storey with full, flat
roof dormer on bracketed continuation of pitch roof over ground floor, canted bay
window on the left or right side – first floor windows below the eaves - chimney of a
height to match ridge height or slightly taller – single story garage on the front
building line – no roof extensions on a side elevation – rear extension should
comprise a lower pyramid or hip roof than the main building and should be lower
than the eaves line of the main building – no gabling of dormers, no removal of
distinct pitch roof above front door and no removal of, or additional, bay window
Semi-detached Type 1 – 15m width of front elevation, hip roof, two storey with full,
flat roof dormer on bracketed continuation of pitch roof over ground floor, canted
bay window on the left or right side – small pitch roof over front door porch
extending over side garage - first floor windows below the eaves - central low
chimney – any side extension should comprise a lower hip only roof than the main
building and should be lower than the eaves line of the main building, set back from
the front building line and be no more than 2m wide – no gabling of dormers, no
removal of distinct pitch roof above front door and no flat rear flat roof extension at
or above main ridgeline – avoid over-complex roof junctions
Semi-detached Type 2 – as Type 1 but without ground floor, canted bay window or
pitch roof continuation above – instead continuation of pitch roof on side hip above
side door – single storey, side garage to the rear of the main building with hip roof
only

Materials
•
•
•

clay tiles only, not slates or pantiles
dark orange/red brick for chimney, front door frame detailing and low boundary wall
pebbledash or white render to front elevation

Landscape
•
•

lawn to front garden or hedge and shrubbery on plot frontage if extended car
parking area
parking area to be gravel or other similar permeable surface material – no entire
removal of boundary treatment
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Appendix X:
Iver Heath Areas of Special Character Design Code
To be inserted here
Appendix A:
Community Facilities
To be inserted here
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